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Abstract—By violating semantic constraints that the control
process impose, the semantic attack leads the Industry Control
Systems (ICS) into an undesirable state or critical state. The
spread of semantic attack has caused huge economic losses
and casualties to critical infrastructure. Therefore, detecting
semantic attack is referred to an urgent and critical task.
However, few existing detecting techniques can achieve
satisfactory effects in detecting semantic attack of ICS, due to the
high requirements of complete critical state-based semantic
behavior features description, joint detection on multivariate
type state variables, and validity of field states datasets under
semantic attacks. In an effort to deal with above challenges, We
label device states databases with temporal characteristics and
divide impacts on states of field devices under semantic attacks

into three categories, including absent in states set, confused
sequences, irregular frequency. On this basis, we establish a
behavioral model based on secondary labeling of states-duration
evolution graph (BMSLS), then implement an adaptive secure
state-based semantic attack detection framework furtherly.
Compared with the traditional Auto Regression (AR) algorithm,
the newer time series correlation graph model, and other five
deep learning algorithms, our proposed framework demonstrates
the superior effect on the detection of semantic attack.

Index Terms—Critical state, semantic attack, state-based dura-
tion evolation graph, supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA).

I. INTRODUCTION

SEMANTIC attack, also referred to sequence attack, repre-

sents a kind of activity that is legal at the protocol level,

yet violates semantic constraints that a process imposes,

including both semantically incorrect messages (e.g., conflict-

ing commands) and operations that lead the Industry Control

System (ICS) into an undesirable state or critical state (e.g., a

command to open a pump when it must remain shut) [1]. Tra-

ditional attacks are realized by monitoring network and indus-

trial control protocol vulnerability, which is relatively easy to

be detected. Semantic attack means that the command con-

forms to the protocol specification, but violates the production

logic process of the industrial control system, which demand

sophisticated attackers who have comprehension of industrial

control process. Deep packet parsing and statistics of network

traffic characteristics could detect traditional attacks with a

favorable feasibility. However, in reality, most attack patterns

are focused on semantic attack, which are difficult to be

detected with traditional detection mechanisms. As a result,

the methods to add semantic descriptions into network traffic

characteristics, such as parameters relative to control com-

mands or trusted measurement of the sensors, have been pro-

posed to satisfy the new detection requirements. In spite of

that, above detection mechanisms are powerless in the situa-

tion of compromising field devices directly. On the other

hand, attack mechanisms slowly penetrated into ICS are more

difficult to detect. Consequently, the semantic attack detec-

tion, i.e., recognizing the abnormal valve switching frequency,

has become a crucial task for intrusion detection in the

SCADA system.
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To detect semantic attack effectively, a variety of sys-

tem critical states-based detection techniques have been

proposed in which the concept of critical states and secure

states was introduced and defined. And then, a series of

techniques, such as developing detection rules [2]–[4], pre-

dicting state transition trends [5], [6], and monitoring oper-

ation sequences [7], [8], were further exploited. The above

research has achieved periodic results, such as constructing

description language and secure state-rules, improving

attack detection accuracy, and so on. However, there are

still some deficiencies to be solved.

� Incomplete critical state-based semantic behavior fea-

tures description. Industrial State Modeling Language

(ISML) and some secure state-rules have been con-

structed to describe the critical states and secure states

of ICS. However, in the real ICS, the definition of criti-

cal state-based semantic behavior feature is a lack of

comprehension. As a result, without a comprehensive

consideration of attack mechanism, this situation would

inevitably result in insufficient detection capabilities.

� Joint detection requirements for multivariate type state

variables. At present, most state-based detection meth-

ods focus on the behavior of separate detection of multi-

dimensional continuous variables or multidimensional

discrete variables, without considering both the transi-

tivity of discrete variables and the timing sequence of

continuous variables.

� Requirements for validity and credibility of field states

datasets under semantic attacks. Public datasets associ-

ated with semantic attack, mostly concentrated on net-

work traffic datasets, while temporal state datasets are

rare. State-based semantic attacks detection scheme

requires a more realistic and effective state dataset.

Motivated by the above, we propose a behavioral model

based on secondary labeling of States-duration Evolution

Graph (SEG), named BMSLS that label operation mode of

field devices in the control system automatically, according to

various of device semantic behavior, which are manifested as

the duration of the device state and the order relationship

between different device states.

Compared to existing secure state-rules construction and

model based methods, BMSLS has the following advantages.

� Effective. According by traditional definitions of

semantic attack, we divide effects on states of field

devices under semantic attacks into three categories,

including absent in states set, confused sequences, irreg-

ular frequency. Take into account this, we construct

SEGs with semantic characteristics to describe the

behavior of ICS, implying effective theoretical basis.

� Accurate. Compared with the AR algorithm, time series

correlation graph model [9], and other five deep learn-

ing algorithm, the proposed algorithm has higher F1

and lower false positive rate.

� Valid. From water distribution system (WDS), whose

architecture and performance are in close proximity to

the actual water distribution systems, field states datasets

reflect the corresponding phenomenon of state changes

truthfully. Therefore, the corresponding BMSLS con-

structing on the basis of datasets is valid.

The remainder of this paper is organized as following.

Section II reviews the existing definition of semantic attacks

and relative research on intrusion detection method against

semantic attacks. Section III explores effects on states of field

devices under semantic attacks. Section IV provides our

approach in details. Section V describes an experimental anal-

ysis using datasets from our developed testbed. Conclusions

and suggestions for future work are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Semantic Attack

Had�ziosmanovi�c et al. [1] considered semantic attack repre-

sents the most challenging target for detection. According by

the attack pattern, they distinguished three subtypes of process

attacks: (i) reconnaissance (e.g., discovering process configu-

ration), (ii) direct control (e.g., modifying process setpoints)

and (iii) indirect control (e.g., tampering with exchanged vari-

able values to trigger undesirable reaction). The reconnais-

sance attack demonstrates that it analyses functionality a

Programming Logic Controller (PLC) implements or structure

of memory map, for example, probing function code that

defines the type of functionality in Modbus, listening for

responses and exceptions and probing readable/writable

points, and so on. From the above, it can be seen that the

reconnaissance attack would not cause the device into an

undesirable state that engineers can not sensed. The main pur-

pose of this attack was to assist the attacker to understand the

production logic process of the industrial control system. In

this paper, we research semantic attacks concentrating on the

(ii) and (iii). As early as 1997, an U.S. report on critical infra-

structure protection described a sequence attack being the

cause of “water hammer effects” [10]. An attacker sent an

unusually rapid sequence of legitimate write messages issuing

open and close commands to the PLC controlling the major

control valves, resulting in a large number of simultaneous

main breaks in the pipeline. In addition, Stuxnet [11] has a

similar attack principle. Besides, Carcano et al. [12] discussed

a kind of sequence attack that forced two vales in a specified

order, bring the system to a critical state, by sending some

legal commands to PLC controlling the valves. Summarize

the above events, different from the traditional attack classifi-

cation, Caselli et al. [8] and Yang et al. [5] believed that

sequence attacks can be divided into order-based and time-

based attacks. The former is attack who send messages and

commands in an illegal and malicious order. The latter is

attack who send messages and commands in an illegal time.

After that, Sicard et al. [13] proposed four kinds of attack pat-

tern, defined as follows.

� Direct attacks. Quickly lead the system to a critical state

in order to damage it.

� Sequential attacks. Degrade the behavior of the ICS and

send order/report sequences that gradually lead the sys-

tem closer to a critical state.
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� Temporal attacks. Send orders/reports by violating time

constraints (periodicity, timing...).

� Over-soliciting attacks. Target equipment to make it

unusable for production by premature wear and tear,

causing maintenance or breaking equipment.

Except for that, Zhang et al. [6] considered another two
types of complex semantic attacks, named branch node
and periodic characteristics attack, from the perspective of
branch sequence order and sequence execution time inter-
val. In actual fact, branch node and periodic characteristics
attack are two special cases of order-based and time-based
attacks.

The above classification did not express the actual scenarios

perfectly, for instance, “Direct attacks” and “Over-soliciting

attacks” referred to the attack effects, and did fail to explain any

attack techniques. Meanwhile, “Sequential attacks” and

“Temporal attacks” would lead to system to a critical state

quickly, such as in the tank system [13], forcing “V3” open and

“V5” closed as “Tank T5” is full, “Tank T5” would be overflow.

Therefore, the pivotal research point of attack model focused on

“attack patterns” or “attack effects” are not sufficient.

After all, as far as we known, there is rarely research of

industrial control semantic attack model concentrating on

attacking targets, attack patterns, attack effects, and relation-

ship with each other simultaneously. Exploring into the rela-

tionship between the above three in depth is conducive to

comprehend the semantic features of device states and

improving accuracy of industrial Internet anomaly detection

based on device states.

B. Detection Methodologies of Sematic Attack

By the technique features, semantic attack detection aggre-

gates the methods into three categories, network traffic-

based, Industrial Control Specific Protocol(ICSP)-based, and

device state-based. For internal or external traffic characteris-

tics, such as periodicity and autocorrelation, the network traf-

fic-based method discovery the abnormal flow by

collaboration of detecting multi-points, without parsing the

particular protocol specification. Cheung et al. [14] were the

first to introduce model-based anomaly detection for SCADA

systems, specifically focusing on Modbus protocol traffic.

The designed a multi-algorithm intrusion detection appliance

for Modbus/Transmission Control Protocol(Modbus/TCP)

systems with pattern anomaly recognition capabilities, bayes-

ian analysis of Transmission Control Protocol(TCP) headers

and stateful protocol monitoring, complemented with cus-

tomized Snort rules. In addition, neural network [15], fast

fourier change and spectrum analysis [16], Integrated Anom-

aly Detection [17], and N-gram [18] also implemented ICS

traffic detection. ICSP-based method, based on industrial

control communication protocol specifications, adopts mature

protocol format analysis and state protocol analysis technol-

ogy to detect changes in the protocol format and protocol

state in the message and find abnormal behavior. experts has

parsed a variety of commonly used industrial control proprie-

tary protocols, such as Distributed Network Protocol 3

(DNP3) [19], and Modbus [20]. Involved methods include

support vector machine (SVM) optimized by particle swarm

optimization (PSO) [21], and the rough set theory (RST)

combined with SVM [22]. Device state-based method detects

anomaly behaviors by defining the normal or abnormal status

of the device, judging the trend of state transition, and moni-

toring the sequence of operations founded on business logic

and device operating procedures [23].

The ultimate purpose of a process attack is tantamount to

trigger anomalies in the field device’s states [1]. Conse-

quently, anomaly detection for device state is an effective

strategy of detecting semantic attacks, and is widely used to

detect semantic attack in SCADA, which has attracted

increasing attention simultaneously. Existing studies of device

state-based method focused on four categories, i.e., specifica-

tion-based, rules-based, sequence-based, and model-based.

1) Specification-Based: To guarantee the normal status of

system, each field device would preserve a specification file in

the engineering workstation, including definition, authorized

Internet Protocol (IP) address, IP ports, and function code of

industrial control communication protocol et al. With above

specification, researchers [24]) allowed to build a model of

normal behavior by constructing a corresponding white list to

detect intrusion. Obviously, this method could not maintain

the efficacy once the specification is comprised.

2) Rules-Based: Early in the study, rules-based method

is widely investigated in detecting process attack against

ICS. According to developing the rules relative to secure

state, researchers considered the state violated rules as crit-

ical states to diagnose inconsistencies. Carcano et al. [23]

first proposed the concept of System Critical States (SCS)

and defined a language to describe critical states. Mean-

while, Fovino et al. [12] presented a first embryonic Intru-

sion Detection System (IDS) for SCADA protocol in

which the concept of state-based analysis was introduced.

Extending the above principles, Carcano et al. [2] specifi-

cally defined a new formalized language called Industrial

State Modeling Language (ISML) and predicted criticality

by tracking changes in the distance between the current

system state and the critical formulas. However, the archi-

tecture, they presented, acquired an exhausted system vir-

tual image, keeps a digital representation of the system of

physical state. Besides, SysDetect [3] employed a well-

established and iterative data mining algorithm, i.e. Apri-

ori, which can be applied to determine the critical states of

industrial processes. However, identifying the critical states

at each iteration required experts�opinions. Mitchell et al.

[4] considered behavior rules for Wide Area Networks

(WANs), Neighborhood Area Networks (NANs) and Home

Area Networks (HANs) devices controlling autuators and

sensors, and proposed a method to transform behavior

rules to a state machine. Almalawi et al. [25], [26] pre-

sented an intrusion detection approach, which based on a

data-driven clustering technique of process parameters to

automatically identify the normal and critical states of a

given system. With the purpose of advancing the effective-

ness of the proposed approach, they extracted proximity-
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based detection rules from the identified states. Xu et al.

[27] used rule mining algorithms and control equipment

control logic program protocol algorithm, including Apriori

and PrefixSpan, to automatically build the control equip-

ment state rules, which have achieved good effect.

3) Operation Sequence-Based: With the research of

deeply progressing, people have discovered that sequence has

an extremely essential role in semantic attack. Lin et al. [28]

combined systematic knowledge of both cyber and physical

infrastructure in the power grid to help IDS to estimate execu-

tion consequences of control commands. Had�ziosmanovi�c
et al. [1] developed a semantic and network-based IDS, which

extracted process operations from a PLC’s raw network pack-

ets and constructs a corresponding time series for each process

variable to understand its expected activity. Caselli et al. [8]

proposed a sequence-aware intrusion detection system (S-

IDS) reference architecture against semantic attacks, using

discrete-time Markov chains(DTMCs), that identifies patterns

of ICS network events, extracts their semantic meaning and

models known behaviors over time. Khalili et al. [7] detected

three types of anomalies: anomalous states, anomalous transi-

tions between the normal states, and anomalous time-intervals

between the normal transitions. Although they introduced

“time-intervals” in state-based intrusion detection, they have

no measures facing continuous state data.

4) Model-Based: Auto-association model [29] and hysi-

cal process model [30], [31] [32] are typical model-based

methods to identify behavior patterns in SCADA systems,

which requires a high-detail understanding of physical pro-

cesses. Markov chains [33], deterministic finite automaton

(DFA) for expressing behavior transitions [34] are also uti-

lized for SCADA system and Modbus network. Expect for

this, Erez et al. [35] developed an automatic classifier to

identify three classes of registers: sensor registers, counter

registers, and constant registers, and then created a parame-

tritis behavior models for each class. Wang et al. [36] pro-

posed a relation-graph-based detection scheme to defeat

false data injection attacks on the SCADA system. Despite

the fact that low false positive rate is shown in the scheme, it

is an unscientific method to judge the relationship between

variables, by observing the influence of a change in one vari-

able. Kalech et al. [37] proposed cyber-attack detection tech-

niques based on temporal pattern recognition, which based

on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and Artificial Neural

Networks (ANN). Ding et al. [9] constructed a time series

correlation graph model to identify and explain anomalies,

using correlation information in multi-dimensional time

series data. Above methods rarely considered “time-inter-

vals” characteristic which is a key role in behavior modeling.

In order to solve this problem, Yang et al. [5] combined the

equipment status information to identify the abnormal status

of the industrial control equipment in the operation interval

to achieve anomaly detection, but they focused on detecting

the operation sequence and corresponding state changes

without considering the characteristics of state delay.

Although Zhang et al. [6] measured the state delay character-

istics, its method of describing the delay characteristics using

the mean value could not express the operating characteris-

tics of the industrial control system thoroughly.

III. THE EFFECT OF SEMANTIC ATTACK ON DEVICE STATES

In order to discover the state-based semantic characteris-

tics of device behavior more comprehensively, we describe

the evolution of the device states affected by the attack

theoretically.

In most literatures, the field device state refers to the state

of the controlled field device read by the sensor, while the

output state of the control device(such as PLC, Remote Ter-

minal Unit (RTU)) is regarded as an operation action. How-

ever, under certain circumstances, the control behavior is

not just affected by the state of the controlled device, but

also related to the current behavior of other control devices

in a closed control system. Therefore, it is relatively one-

sided to simply research the relationship between the control

behavior and the controlled device through separating them.

We considered system states including not only degrees

from sensors connected to controlled devices, but also

actions performed by the controlled device(such as valves,

pipelines, etc.) after receiving the orders. Extracting seman-

tic characteristics of device behavior through field device

state directly, detecting semantic attack further is both rea-

sonable and reliable.

In this paper, according to traditional definitions of seman-

tic attacks, we divide effects on states of field devices under

semantic attacks into three categories, including absent in

states set, confused sequences, irregular frequency.

� Absent in states set(AST). Order-based attack open/

close a valve in an illegal and malicious order, which

may trigger system states into an unknown region,

never appeared in regular system states.

� Confused sequences(CST). Within a certain period of

time, confused sequences arise out of order-based attack

changing the switching sequence of two valves or multi-

ple controlled devices in an illegal and malicious order.

� Irregular frequency(IFT). Time-based attacks are

sending commands to force field devices to stop the

operation currently in progress and proceed to other

operations. Although operations of field devices are

legal, regular frequency is broken under time-based

attacks. The effect of the system state is too short or

too long duration time.

Fig. 1. Effects on states of field devices under semantic attacks.
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Definition 1: System states isNS ¼ fðsi; tiÞ; i 2 ½1; N�g.
si is the state of the control system, while ti denotes the

duration time of si.
Fig. 1. is effects on states of field devices under semantic

attacks.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

Fig. 2. is the detailed construction process of the BMSLS.

Firstly, we express all discrete variables and continuous

variables as binary type variables respectively to extract

device states from multidimensional multivariate type state

variables. Secondly, a SEG constructing algorithm is pro-

posed to acquire states transitions and durations. Thirdly, we

label cycles and edges without duration characteristics sepa-

rately in SEG. Lastly, we cluster the labelled cycles and edges

according to duration time, and further label cycles and edges

with cluster signs. Above all, the BMSLS is comprised of the

boundary set which is formed by the clustering of continuous

variables, SEG, labelled signs, and medians, variances, cen-

ters, maximums, minimums of clusters relative to time dura-

tion edges.

A. States-Duration Evolution Graph(SEG)

To reveal effects on states of field devices, we describe

semantic characteristics of device variables using the States-

duration Evolution Graph. The types of variables that charac-

terize the state of the device are continuous, discrete, and

binary. Continuous and discrete variables can also be regarded

as binary. Considered that sequentiality is an important feature

of device variables, we present semantic characteristics of all

binary, discrete variables and a single continuous variable as

Definition 2.

Definition 2: States-duration Evolution Graph is: SEG ¼
ðVs;DsÞ:.

Vs ¼ fv0; v1; . . .; vnvg refers to vertex set, representing all

device states, and nv is the number of vertex.

rvi�>vj denotes a state transition.

Rs ¼ frvi�>vj ; i; j 2 ½0; nv�g represents the set of state

transitions. vi and vj represent vertices in the Vs.

DTvi�>vj ¼ fdtvi�>vj1
; dtvi�>vj2

; . . .; dtvi�>vjnt
g, is the

set of durations of a state transition rvi�>vj .

DTs ¼ fDTvi�>vj ; i; j 2 ½0; nv�} is a set of durations of all

state transitions Rs.
Ds ¼ fd1; d2; . . .; dndg is edges in SEG. In which, nd is the

number of edges. Each edge di encompasses a state transition

rvi�>vj and the corresponding set of durationsDTvi�>vj .

It is worth mentioning that the edges of the graph not only

imply the device state transition relationship, but also preserve

the duration of each state transition, which is an essential fac-

tor for attack detection.

As the intricate relationship between various device varia-

bles, combined all types of variables to develop a state transi-

tion model is a relatively complicated procedure. Generally,

the operating behavior of the execution device is represented

by a binary variable. After multiple continuous variables are

discredited, the corresponding state space will increase. There-

fore, we combine all the binary variables and discrete varia-

bles with each continuous variable separately, to build a state-

duration evolution graph for detecting semantic attack respec-

tively. In addition, SEG can not expose “order-sequence” of

device variables under certain circumstances, such as in the

“abcdcdeabdfabc” sequences, “abcd” and “abd” are both cor-

rect state transition, “abcd” is at the beginning of sequences,

while “abd” is at the middle of sequences. The order of “abcd”

and “abd” is indistinguishable in SEG. Therefore, preserving

order sequences and time duration sequences are crucial. Fur-

thermore, taking into account the periodicity and continuity of

ICS, the order sequences and time duration sequences would

be so long that it is sometimes difficult to query. Conse-

quently, labelling sequences of order to time duration charac-

teristics efficiently, and realizing the period of ICS are good

solutions.

B. Constructing SEG

The construction of SEG involves the determination of the

device states from various device variables, the acquisition of

states transitions and durations respectively.

1) Determination of the Device States From Various

Device Variables: For extracting device states from multidi-

mensional multivariate type state variables, we express all dis-

crete variables and continuous variables as binary type

variables respectively.

� Extraction of device states from discrete variables.

According to dualization of discrete variables, we extract

device states from discrete variables. For instance, a

discrete variable Di with value range ½1; ld�, can be

expressed as ld binary variables fDBi1 ; DBi2 ; . . .;
DBild

g.
In details, when the value ofDi is j; j 2 ½1; ld�, the corre-
sponding binary variable DBij is 1, and the remaining

binary variables fDBi1 ; DBi2 ; . . .; DBij�1 ;DBijþ1 ; . . .;
DBild

g are 0.
� Extraction of device states from continuous variables.

Extraction of device states from continuous variables

consists of two procedures: discretization of continuous

Fig. 2. The detailed construction process of the BMSLS.
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variables transforming continuous into discrete varia-

bles and dualization of discrete variables, shown as

Extraction of device states from discrete variables.

Let Cs ¼ C1; C2; . . .Ci; . . .; Cm be a set of continuous

variables, ranging from l1 to lc. In which,Cm is the num-

ber of continuous variables. We divide Cs into k clusters
fCDB1; CDB2; . . .; CDBkg by clustering algorithm,

such as KMeans. The boundary of cluster CDB1 is

½CD1; CD2Þ, while the boundary of cluster CDB2 is

½CD2; CD3Þ, and so on. The binary variables fCB1;
CB2; . . .; CBkg correspond to the clusters fCDB1;
CDB2; . . .; CDBkg respectively. When the value of Ci

is in range of ½CDj; CDjþ1Þ, Ci belongs to the cluster

CDBj. In this case, CBj is 1, and fCB1; CB2; . . .;
CBj�1; CBjþ1; . . .; CBkg are 0. According to the analy-

sis above, we conclude that each continuous variable Ci

correspond to k binary variables fCB1; CB2; . . .; CBkg.
2) SEG Constructing Algorithm: Algorithm 1 describes

the particulars of constructing SEG with reprocessed dataset.

Fig. 3 shows examples of constructed SEGs.

C. Behavioral Model Based on Secondary Labeling of SEG
1) Labelling the Sequences of States Transition With Time

Duration Characteristics: The duration valuesDTvi�>vj cor-

responding to each state transition rvi�>vj cause a long states

transition sequence for ICS. For instance, in a states transition,

we label rvi�>vj as “a,” with duration time 20, rvj�>vjþ1 as

“b,” with duration time 10, rvjþ1�>vjþ2 as “c,” with duration

time 5, and so on. In this case, we have a sequence

Fig. 3. Examples of constructed SEGs.

Algorithm 1. Constructing States Evolution Graph

Input: binary dataset DB b, time datasetDB t
Output: state set Ss, edges set Es

1: lastl  null dura step 0 begi  0 for each line tmpl in
DB b do

2: if lastl ¼¼ null then
3: lastl ¼ tmpl;
4: end

5: if lastl ¼¼ tmpl then
6: dura step dura stepþ 1
7: end

8: if lastl 6¼ tmpl then
9: endi  begi þ dura step� 1;
10: dura time ¼ getDurationðbegi; endi;DBtÞ;
11: if lastl z Ss then

12: Add lastl to S s;
13: end

14: lastli ¼ Ss:indexðlastlÞ;
15: if tmpl z Ss then

16: Add tmpl to Ss;

17: end

18: tmpli ¼ Ss:indexðtmplÞ;
19: if lastli ! tmpli ~ Es then

20: Es½lastli ! tmpli� ¼ ½dura time�;
21: end

22: else

23: Es½lastli ! tmpli�:appendðdura timeÞ;
24: end

25: begi ¼ endi þ 1;
26: dura step 0;
27: lastl ¼ tmpl;
28: end

29: end

30: final;

31: return;

Algorithm 2. Labelling the states transition edges and cycles

Input: edges setDs, state transition sequence SS
Output: labelled state transition sequence SS new, label

signs SIG
1: CYC  null
2: EDG null
3: getCyclesðDs;CYCÞ
4: sortCYC ¼ sortCyclesðCYCÞ
5: SIG ¼ sortCYC
6: for each item c k, c v in sortCYC do

7: if c valinSS then

8: SS new = replaceSign(c v; c k; SS);
9: end

10: end

11: for each edge edge v inDs do
12: if (edge v in SS new) and (edge vnotinDs) then
13: EDG:appendðsign e; edge vÞ;
14: SS new = replaceSign(edge v; sign e; SS new);
15: end

16: end

17: SIG:appendðEDGÞ
18: final;

19: return;
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“a20b10c5...”. When the next states transition becomes

12,14,21, we get a new sequence “a20b10c5...a12b14c21”. As

the state transition duration changes, a long sequence of state

transitions with duration characteristics is generated during the

entire runtime of ICS.

For shortening sequence and further extracting period of

SCADA facilitately, two strategies are used to label edges

with duration existed in SEG.

Firstly, for all of states transitions Rs, we label cycles and

edges without duration characteristics separately in SEG,

using graph traversal algorithm. Algorithm 2 describes the

particulars of labelling algorithm, in which SS is a temporal

state transition sequence composed of states transitions Rs
without duration characteristics.

Fig. 4(a) takes an example of labelled the states transition

edges and cycles with a SEG shown as Fig. 3(a).

Except for states transition, duration time is another essen-

tial element for semantic attack detection. Therefore, we clus-

ter the duration time with cycles and edges signed in the first

stage.

Definition 3: Labelled signs: SNi; ði 2 f1; 2; . . .;mgÞ, SNi

has n; ðn � 1Þ edges. When n ¼ 1, SNi signs a edge. m is the

number of labelled signs. A duration time set who exists in a

single cycle, corresponding to a labelled sign, is defined as

DTSNi
.

DTSNi
¼

ai1;1 ai1;2 � � � ai1;p
ai2;1 ai2;2 � � � ai2;p

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

ain;1 ain;2 � � � ain;p

2
66664

3
77775 (1)

In which, aij;k; ðj 2 ½1; n�Þ; ðk 2 ½1; p�Þ is the kth duration

time of the jth edge in the labelled sign. p is the number of

duration time.

We adopt KMeans++ algorithm to divide duration time set

DTSNi
into q; q � p clusters.

Formulas (2)–(6) define the particular of the method to nor-

malize DTSNi
, in which, medij; asd

i
j;maxi

j;mini
j are the

median, variance, center, maximum, minimum of the jth edge

in SNi.

medij ¼
ðaj;p=2 þ aj;p=2�1Þ=2; p > q & p%2 ¼¼ 0

aj;p=2; p > q & p%2 ¼¼ 1

0; p ¼ q

8>><
>>: (2Þ

asdij ¼
0; p ¼¼ q

ðP jaj;k �medjjÞ=p; p > q

(
(3Þ

maxij ¼ maxðaj;k; k 2 ½1; p�Þ (4Þ
mini

j ¼ minðaj;k; k 2 ½1; p�Þ (5Þ

Formula (6) is the normalization formula, in which, F ðaij;kÞ
is the corresponding normalized value of aij;k.

F ðaij;kÞ ¼
aij;k; p ¼¼ q

ðaij;k �medijÞ=asdij; p > q

(
(6)

ceni
j is center set of the jth edge of q clusters in SNi, in

which, cij;r is the center of the jth edge of cluster r in SNi, and

when p ¼¼ q, cij;r ¼ F ðaij;kÞ.

ceni
j ¼

F ðaij;kÞ; k 2 ½1; q�; p ¼¼ q

cij;r; r 2 ½1; q�; p > q

(
(7)

The median, variance, center, maximum, minimum set of

all time duration edges in labelled sign SNi are denoted as

MEDSNi
;ASDSNi

; CENSNi
;MAXSNi

;MINSNi
.

MEDSNi
¼ fmedi1;medi2; . . .;meding,

ASDSNi
¼ fasdi1; asdi2; . . .; asding,

CENSNi
¼ fceni

1; cen
i
2; . . .; cen

i
ng.

MAXSNi
¼ fmaxi

1;maxi2; . . .;maxi
ng,

MINSNi
¼ fmini

1;mini
2; . . .;mini

ng.
We take the normalized DTSNi

with (6) and the number of

clusters p, as input of KMeans++ algorithm. The output of

KMeans++ algorithm is ceni
j. Euclidean distance is used to

calculate the distance between vectors in the normalized

DTSNi
.

After clustering the cycles and edges, we further label

cycles and edges with cluster signs. The combination of

signed sequences, label signs, states signs, and cluster

Fig. 4. Signs of the states transition edges and cycles with a SEG.
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information expressing the states transition with duration

time characteristics, can represent the normal behavior of the

SCADA.

Fig. 3(b) and (c) illustrate the sequence of secondary

symbol labeling and the corresponding attributes of each

symbol.

Definition 4: Behavioral model based on secondary label-

ing of SEG (BMSLS) is BMSLS = SEG;Ws; SIG;MED;
ASD;CEN;MAX;MIN .

In which, SEG is described in Definition 2.

Ws is the boundary set formed by the clustering of continu-

ous variables, corresponding to fCDB1; CDB2; . . .; CDBkg
in discretization of continuous variables.

SIG is labelled signs, generated by Algorithm 2.

MED is a set of medians of time duration edges in labelled

signs, composedofMEDSNi
corresponding to labelled signSNi.

ASD is a set of variances of time duration edges in labelled

signs, composed of ASDSNi
corresponding to labelled sign

SNi.

CEN is a set of centers of time duration edges in labelled

signs, composed of CENSNi
corresponding to labelled sign

SNi.

MAX is a set of maximums of time duration edges in

labelled signs, composed of MAXSNi
corresponding to

labelled sign SNi.

MIN is a set of minimums of time duration edges in

labelled signs, composed of MINSNi
corresponding to

labelled sign SNi.

D. Detection Algorithm

To accurately detect semantic attacks in real time, we input

the state data stream generated by the SCADA in real time

into established behavioral model based on secondary labeling

of SEG. During the detection, we calculate if the duration

time is legitimate or not as (8).

validityðaij;k; cij;rÞ ¼
jF ðaij;kÞ � cij;rj < d and

aij;k > ð1� �Þ �mini
j; p > q

jaij;k � cij;rj � 2 � ts; p ¼¼ q

8><
>:

(8)

In (8), d is the variable representing the maximum distance

between the center point and the normalized duration time,

while � is the coefficient of minimum duration time. ts is the
time interval of receiving state stream.

Algorithm 3. Detecting Attacks

Input: BMSLS, real-time state data streams tmpl,
continuous variable name conName
Output: abnormal dictionary ABd

1: lastStates null
2: duratime null
3: begTime null
4: binVars ¼ getBinaryVarsðtmplÞ
5: if JdugeBoundary(tmpl½conName�;Ws) == False then

6: Alarm(ABd½conName�,curTime,“out of

range,”conName; tmpl½conName�);
7: continue;

8: end

9: tmps = discretOfVars(tmpl½conName�;Ws; binVars);
10: if lastStates½conName� is null then
11: lastStates½conName� ¼ tmps;
12: begTime½conName�½tmps� ¼ curTime;
13: continue;

14: end

15: if tmps is not in Vs then
16: Alarm(ABd½conName�,curTime,“state is

unknown,”tmps,null);
17: continue;

18: end

19: if lastStates½conName�! ¼ tmps then
20: duratime½conName�½lastStates� ¼

curTime� begTime½conName�½lastStates�;
21: expectedInfo = getExpectedInfo(tmps; BMSLS);
22: if JdugeTransition(lastStates½conName�; tmps,
23: expectedInfo) == False then

24: Alarm(ABd½conName�,curTime,“error transition,”

25: lastStates½conName�; tmps);
26: continue;

27: end

28: if validity(duratime½conName�½lastStates�,
29: expectedInfo:cen) == False then

30: Alarm(ABd½conName�,curTime,“lower duration time,”

lastStates½conName�,
31: duratime½conName�½lastStates�);
32: continue;

33: end

34: end

35: final;

36: return;

Fig. 5. The actual figure of the implemented combining virtual and real
water distribution system.
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Expect for judging the situation of regular state, for

instance, the range of a continuous variable, state existence,

and state transition legitimacy, detection scheme verifies the

correctness of expected state transition time, expected state

transition legitimacy as well.

Algorithm 3 describes the particulars of Judging the legiti-

macy of states and state transitions.

In view of the first attack shortening the expected state tran-

sition time of a normal state, if there is no interval between

the initial exception duration and the next exception duration,

the initial exception delay is pruned directly.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present experiments to evaluate the

effectiveness of the detection scheme with BMSLS, for

detecting semantic attacks on a combining virtual and real

water distribution system developed by our team. Figs. 5

and 6. show the actual and schematic figures of the imple-

mented combining virtual and real water distribution sys-

tem. In the water distribution system, there are three

PLCs, who belong to different manufacturers, including

Siemens, Mitsubishi, and Rockwell, control pumps, pipe-

lines, and water tankers in the virtual system. Engineer sta-

tion gathers the levels of water tankers through connected

to them, while pumps and pipelines manipulate levels of

water tankers to raise or reduce jointly, controlled by the

command from PLCs. The system is composed of the tar-

get production environment layer, field control layer and

field devices layer, including rapid water distribution simu-

lation module, PLC group, Master Terminal Unit (MTU),

Human Machine Interface (HMI), and industrial Ethernet

communication network and switch connecting each mod-

ule. The platform can be utilized to industrial control secu-

rity offensive and defense drills, security product testing,

security risk assessment and other related scientific

research. By introducing the real-time water delivery and

distribution simulation system into the field of industrial

control safety testbed, we increase the target scene of the

industrial control safety simulation experiment, and solve

the difficulties of high cost, time-consuming, and expan-

sion. Substituted virtual PLC, HMI, and MTU, the

platform increases the validity and credibility of the source

of device states data under semantic attacks, and eliminates

the damaged risk of field devices in the attack experiment.

A. Datasets and Attacks on WDS

The dataset DBnom
1 used for constructing BMSLS is gath-

ered fromWDS who has run continuously for 10 days in a nor-

mal situation, while datasets DBai and DBac used for

illustrating the analysis effect of detection scheme with

BMSLS, is extracted from the same WDS who suffered the

order-based attack and time-based attack. The detail introduc-

tion of attacks is reproduced below.

� AST & IFT . Continuously sending network packets

containing false water level data, to mislead WDS tem-

porarily closing the pipeline because of the water level

exceeding the upper limit. PLC can occasionally gather

normal water level data, which trigger frequent switch-

ing of the pipeline. Finally, above attack consume the

service life of the pipeline rapidly, or damage the pipe-

line directly.

� AST & CST . As soon as MTU was hijacked, a series

of sophisticated control commands can be sent to

PLC, promoting it to perform the abnormal com-

mand, such as shut down the pipeline. Consequently,

the stability of the water distribution system disap-

points users, owing to the water level does not meet

the requirements.

Table I summarises the sample statistics of the datasets

DBnom,DBai andDBac.

B. Evaluation Measures

We adopt accuracy, precision, false positive rate, false neg-

ative rate, and F1 as performance measures. Let S ¼ fS1;
S2; . . .; Snsg refer to the set of all states items in the dataset,

let R ¼ fR1; R2; . . .; Rnrg be the set of the ground-truth

attacked states in the states dataset, and let A ¼ fA1; A2; . . .;
Anag be the set of the identified attacked states in the states

dataset. we have ns > nr and ns > na. Let SEGi refer to

the i th SEGs generated from states dataset. Let TPi be the

identified attacked states correctly according to SEGi, and the

number of SEG is ne. Let FPi be the identified attacked states

by mistake, let FNi be the identified normal states by mistake,

and let TNi be the identified normal states correctly. Accu-

racy, false positive rate, false negative rate, and F1 for all

experimental results can be expressed as following.

Fig. 6. The schematic figure of the implemented combining virtual and real
water distribution system.

TABLE I
SAMPLE STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS DBnom,DBai, AND DBac

1 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/15WGJObMBu3FULTu7X0fX
TkfWMf8cCj13?usp=sharing
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FN ¼ nr �
[ne
n¼1

TPi: (9Þ

FP ¼ na �
[ne
n¼1

TPi: (10Þ

TN ¼ ns � nr � FP: (11Þ
Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN

ns
	 100%: (12Þ

Precision ¼ TP

TP þ FP
	 100%: (13Þ

Recall ¼ TP

TP þ FN
	 100%: (14Þ

False positive rateðFPRÞ ¼ FP

FP þ TN
	 100%: (15Þ

False negative rateðFNRÞ ¼ FN

nr
	 100%: (16Þ

F1 ¼ 2	 Precision	 Recall

Precisionþ Recall
: (17Þ

The values of these three measurements vary in the range

[0, 1]. A high accuracy value indicates that the detection

method can correctly identify most attacks, while a high false

negative rate implies that the method identifies fewer attacks

than ground-truth. False positive rate measures the overall

proportion of attacks identified by mistake. A high F1 value

suggests that the method has good balanced precision and

recall. Therefore, a high accuracy, a low false negatives, a low

false positive, and a high F1 is the objective we expected.

C. Impacts of Detection Parameter d and t in (8)

With the discretional parameter k ¼ 3 of continuous varia-

bles, Fig. 7. shows accuracy, FPR, and FNR, when d from one

to five with a step size of one, and � 2 ½0:05; 0:2� with a step

size of 0.05inDBai andDBac.

1) In Term of Order-Based Attack, With a Proper �,
Increasing the Size of d Can Improve Detection Performance

in Terms of Accuracy: When � is set to a proper value, we

find that increasing d can improve the performance in terms of

accuracy. As to AST&CST , the entire accuracy demonstrates

a stable appearance. For example, as indicated in Fig. 7(a), the

best accuracy is obtained with � � 0:1; d � 4. However, with
the expansion of the � and d range, the FPR has not changed

significantly, as shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(g). The delay of the

attacked state brings false positives. For instance, the attacker

launches the attack at 20:00, but the state of the field device

changes accordingly at 20:00:55. In addition, due to the sys-

tem state did not immediately return to the original operating

track after attack, FNR is generated shown as Figs. 7(d) and

7(h). On the other hand, FNR of dataset DBai has decreased

Fig. 7. Joint impact of � and d on detection performance. Variation in accuracy, false positive rate, and false negative rate for (a)-(d)DBai, (e)-(h)DBac.

TABLE II
NUMBERS OF VERTICES, EDGES, AND CYCLES BELONGING

TO DIFFERENT SEGS
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as the increasing of the size of d, that led to an increase in

accuracy eventually. Therefore, we believe that a proper

increase of � and d would generate an acceptable effect on

accuracy, false positives, and false negatives.

D. Impacts of Discretional Parameter k of Continuous

Variables

With the proper value of parameters � ¼ 0:1 and d ¼ 4, we
vary the discretional parameter k of continuous variables,

which represent the numbers of cluster in the range [2, 5] with

a step size of 1. The experimental results of accuracy, FPR,

and FNR inDBai andDBac are given in Fig. 8.

As the increasing of number of clusters k, the vertices,

edges, and cycles of SEGs keep growing, as showed in

Table II, which implies that the number of states is increasing

with k. Fig. 8(a). shows that the accuracy first increases and

then reduce, while FPR demonstrates a decreasing trend.

However, with the increasing of k, detection of state transition

legitimacy would generate more false negatives. Simulta-

neously, the expected state transition time is broken after the

attack has finished, which will trigger false negatives as well.

As a consequence, FNR shows an appearance of first decreas-

ing and then increasing. In conclusion, the performance of

detection will not improve with the granularity of clustering

on continuous variables.

In Table II, T1, T2, and T3 represent the level of tanker 1,

tanker 2, and tanker 3 separately. As to T1, determined by the

operating mode of tanker 1, the growth rate in the numbers of

vertices and edges is larger than that in the cycles. As growing

of k, numbers of vertices and edges of T1, T2, and T3 present

an appearance of continued growth. Simultaneously, numbers

of cycles are also increasing, but the growth rate is weakening.

To further explain, The more meticulous the cluster division

is, the less it reflects the operating mode of field devices.

E. Efficiency Analysis and Comparison

In order to objectively verify the performance of the method

in this paper, we have used seven time series anomaly detec-

tion algorithms as the benchmark algorithms to carry out per-

formance comparison experiments.

The benchmark algorithms are AR algorithm [38], Time

series correlation graph model (TSCGM) [9], Autoencoder

(AE) [39], Deep Autoencoding Gaussian Mixture Model

(DAGMM) [40], Deep Structured Energy Based Models

(REBM) [41], Long Short Term Memory Networks(LSTM)

[42], and LSTM-based Encoder-Decoder (LSTM-ED) [43].

Table III shows a comparison of the benchmark algorithms

in terms of Precision, FPR, FNR, and F1. As shown in

Table III, our proposed BMSLS performes better than TSCGM

and LSTM in terms of the Precision, FPR, FNR, and F1 on both

datasets. The Precision of the DAGMM appears higher than the

BMSLS algorithm on dataset DBac, however, the higher FNR

and lower F1 of the DAGMM results in the detection effect of

the BMSLS overwhelmed that of the DAGMM. The same phe-

nomenon emerges in the AE, REBM, LSTM-ED, and BMSLS

algorithms on dataset DBai. The AR and BMSLS demonstrate

the same Precision, FPR, FNR, and F1 on dataset DBai, how-

ever, the BMSLS exceeds AR on dataset DBac. Similarly,

although it has the same evaluation measures with AE algo-

rithm on dataset DBac, the BMSLS algorithm exceeds AE on

dataset DBai. We concludes that our proposed BMSLS per-

forms better than other benchmark algorithms.

The appearance of high FNRs on dataset DBac under AR

algorithm is the result of the weak ability of AR to recognize

abnormalities on binary variables.

For TSCGM algorithm, no obvious strong correlation between

the state variables of training dataset DBnom, which leads to the

FNR of dataset DBac appears 100.00%. Table IV shows the

series correlationmatrix(SCM) of training datasetDBnom.

T1P, T2P, T3P, P10S, P335S, PIP131S and PIP330S corre-

spond to tankers, pumps, and pipelines in a subsystem of WDS

respectively. As showed in Table IV, the maximum series

Fig. 8. Joint impact of k on detection performance. Variation in accuracy, false positive rate, and false negative rate for (a)DBai, (b)DBac.

TABLE III
A COMPARISON OF THE BENCHMARK ALGORITHMS IN TERMS OF PRECISION,

FPR, FNR, AND F1
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correlation coefficient is 0.728782 of Tank1 and Tank2 in

DBnom, which reveals not strong correlation between time series

of pump 335 and other devices. As a consequence, a higher FNR

emerges on the datasetDBac, created by attacking pump335.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have summarized the semantic attack classifi-

cation in view of effects of semantic attack on device states, based

on this, proposed a detectionmethod, by constructing a behavioral

model based on secondary labeling of SEG(BMSLS). To reduce

problems caused by joint detection requirements for multivariate

type state variables, incomplete definition of semantic characteris-

tics of device relative to secure state, by employing algorithm of

establishing states-duration evolution graph and labelling the

sequences of states transition with time duration characteristics,

we consider combining analysis on the range of continuous vari-

able, state existence, and state transition legitimacy, with on the

correctness of expected state transition time, expected state transi-

tion legitimacy. Experimental results obtained using a combining

virtual and real WDS developed by our team, and two datasets

generated from time-based and order-based attacks have demon-

strated the effectiveness of BMSLS. It has also been demonstrated

that our proposed BMSLS has better performance than other clas-

sic algorithms, including AR, TSCGM, AE, DAGMM, REBM,

LSTM, and LSTM-ED algorithms.

There are essentially two limitations with this study. First,

we did not consider the impact of Kmeans cluster algorithm

for discretization of continuous variables on the performance

of BMSLS. Second, field devices maybe is still in an abnormal

state, although the attack has finished, due to the normal oper-

ation trajectories of the field devices have changed. It does not

have any ability to distinguish whether the attack has ended

yet. In future, as to the first limitation, we will research the

influence of different continuous variable discretization seg-

mentation methods on detection efficiency, and explore the

optimal segmentation method with deep learning algorithms

in deepth. In addition, as to the second limitation, designing

more kinds of semantic attack methods and study their impacts

on the device state is one of effective solutions. Correlation

analysis of the expected impact of the attack and the actual

device states transforming trend can achieve accurate detec-

tion of abnormal states. There are other aspects we intend to

explore in future, including researching probability model of

device states changing under semantic attack, and reasoning

semantic attack patterns based on above model.
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